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GOD TOLD ME TO TELL YOU TO

PUT THAT DAMN
BIBLE DOWN!

Breaking the Blinding Control of the Bible
and Revealing Heaven, Hell & Earth Truths
Written by CHERYLE

RENEE MOSES

Lawrenceville, Georgia, December 18, 2018 — Why do we
believe in the Bible? For most, the Bible is believed because of family traditions. Others find God and
the Bible out of circumstances. But have you ever questioned the Bible itself? Who wrote it?
What/who is God? Why is the Bible male-centered? What happens to our soul when we die? Are the
stories in the Bible really true or just myths? Are heaven, earth and hell real? Who really benefits from
the Bible?
Author Cheryle Renee Moses asked God these questions and on January 1,
2019, she will release the answers in her book God Told Me To Tell You To
PUT THAT DAMN BIBLE DOWN!
“The world is full of so many mistruths – outright lies – that have been
passed down for centuries and used to control the minds and lives of
millions. The Bible is a book of experiences, poetry and mythology written
by white men. We know white men historically lie about everything, so
why do we believe the Bible?” asks Moses.
God Told Me To Tell You To PUT THAT DAMN BIBLE DOWN! is a life-changing book. The reader will
discover the truth about God, the Bible, heaven, hell, earth school and death. “We are all powerful
energies who have been blindly controlled by religion and the Bible,” says Moses.
This book simply asks you to think beyond what you have been taught about God and sets you on a
spiritual journey of purpose, strength and life clarity.
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